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MAKE TIME FOR UPDATES

SIGN UP AT 
ARVIG.NET!

Paper Statement Fee
Effective immediately, there 
will be a fee of $3 for a 
printed invoice. This fee will 
be waived if you sign up for 

paperless statements, or if  
you have local phone service 
with Arvig.
Paperless Billing means less 
paper and clutter in your home, 
but more importantly, it could 
help prevent identity theft 
resulting from stolen mail.
Visit arvig.net to sign up for 
Paperless Billing. Register or 
sign in to your account, click 
ACCOUNT PREFERENCES, then 
click SIGN UP under Paperless 
Billing. Once enabled, your 
monthly statement will be sent 
to you by email each month.
While there, don’t forget to sign 
up for AutoPay, which is more 
secure than mailing a check. 
It’s easy to set up automatic 
payments from your bank 
account, and you’ll never  
miss a due date again!

Fire TV Stick Winner
Congratulations to James 
Reineke of Henning! He was 
the winner of the mail-in 
entries of our giveaway in the 
February newsletter. Enjoy!

You’re in the middle of typing an important email, watching your favorite 
YouTuber or scrolling through a new online store, and it happens.  
A little window pops up in the corner of your screen with an important 
message: It’s time to update again.
Yes, it can be inconvenient. No one wants to drop what they’re doing and 
sit through the download, install and sometimes multiple restart process that goes along 
with system updates on your computer or mobile devices. But taking the time to let your 
technology update has many benefits. Here are three reasons why you shouldn’t delay this 
necessary process.

Protects against malicious activity 
Every day, cyber criminals seek out weaknesses in our technology to steal valuable 
information. Security researchers do the same, testing and checking for flaws in software and 
systems to fix the issue before a hacker can exploit it. When a flaw is discovered, the software 
vendor issues updates or patches to fix the problem.

Failure to install these updates is like living in a house with no locks—you’re essentially inviting 
intruders into your network, giving them easy access to your personal information.

The best way to handle these types of updates is to let your PC update automatically. 
However, people often turn off the automatic installations to avoid interruptions. Thus, it’s 
important to make it a habit to check for available updates regularly.

Resolves issues and bugs 
Technology is constantly evolving, and sometimes operating systems have flaws in their 
design. Most of the time, these issues aren’t crucial, but still could impact your computer’s 
performance. Installing the general updates to your software can help improve reliability and 
speed of your PC or phone and enhance your overall user experience.

New versions and features 
Software companies periodically release a new version of their software that offers significant 
improvements or new features that were not found in the previous version. Even if you don’t 
plan to use the new features, it’s important to keep your computer up-to-date in case the 
vendor stops supporting outdated versions.

Using old versions not only leaves you at risk of falling behind, but can create security 
loopholes for cyber criminals to step through.

Updates and upgrades for your software and tech are available for good reason: to protect 
your computer and information. So next time, don’t ignore the update. Install, reboot and 
keep your entire network protected. It’s worth the wait, and your tech will thank you. 
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Yep, they all connect wirelessly and differently. If you’d like  
help connecting devices to your home network, whether  
they’re yours, your family’s or your friend’s, we’re here for you.
Arvig’s worry-free Managed Wi-Fi supports that issue, and more, 
starting at just $7.00 per month for approximately 2,500 square feet  
of wireless coverage. 

NEED A HELPING HAND?

Connect in every corner of 
your home and beyond!

Managed Wi-Fi 1X offers approximately 2,500 square feet of wireless coverage with optimal device placement for $7 
per month. More coverage is available for an additional small, monthly fee. Pricing is valid for Arvig internet customers.

ENTERTAINMENT PLAN CUSTOMERS
It’s important to upgrade to WiFi TV as soon as possible.
Entertainment Plans are being discontinued, because the vendor 
providing the software will no longer support the service after 2020.

Technological advancements continue to change the world, 
including how you watch TV. The traditional delivery systems we use 
today are becoming obsolete as our vendors favor newer and more 
innovative technology to deliver their services.

WiFi TV is a new streaming TV service that is delivered over Arvig 
internet via an app. The channels are almost identical to what 
you currently receive, and you may save money on your TV bill 
each month. Visit arvig.com/WiFiTV to view a demonstration, your 
channel lineup, FAQ and see videos about the service. 

Stop in at your local service center for a brief 
demonstration, and try it yourself.

If you have comments or suggestions regarding this newsletter, please send them to marketing@arvig.com. Thank you.

Earth Day is April 22nd  
HELP SAVE THE PLANET
Keep old technology out of landfills.
FREE computer recycling April 20-24. Bring your broken or 
obsolete computer equipment to an Arvig service center, and we’ll 
dispose of it properly at no cost to you. Monitor and laptop recycling 
is available for $15 each. Visit arvig.net/recycle to find a service 
center near you. 

For your repair needs: 
A+ PC Certified Technicians

https://www.arvig.net/recycle
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